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Performance! Release 10.0.1.6250.1 (.1 Release of 6250) 
 

Flowserve is pleased to announce interim release of Performance! 10.0.1.6250.1., the latest update to 
the Industry’s foremost Control Valve Sizing,  Selection and Project Management software. 

 
Enhancements  
 
Kämmer Valves Improvements 

This release will fix a significant amount of issues and enhance certain product offerings and features. In 
particular there, besides a lot of others, are improvements done for: 
 
SmallFlow - 385000  added option for fabricated and cast body selection on the Sizing screen. New 
actuator size E1 added for SmallFlow. 
 
CleanFlow - 191400 added option for Softseat 
 
Expanded sizing for Multi-Z 
 
BOM tree updates 
 
 
Quote Complete process Improvements. 
 
 
Performance!  will have 4 states that a valve record can be in. This is indicated by the “ES” column 
displayed in the valve manager screen. These states are as follows: 
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0 : Initial state . This is during the original quoting stage prior to submitting the quote to the customer. 
In this state the quote sheet is watermarked “Do Not Submit Make Preliminary or Make Final”. The 
valve is not locked. 
 
3 : Preliminary Quote . This should be done just prior to submitting to the customer when the sales 
person knows that this will not be the Final version of the quote. In this state the quote sheet is 
watermarked “Preliminary Quote”. The valve is now locked and the sales person will use revision 
management to make additional updates. 
 
4: Final Quote. This is done just prior to submitting the final quote to the customer. In this state all 
watermarks are removed. The valve is locked and the sales person will use revision management if 
additional updates are required. (Typically this would not occur) 
 
1: Order. This is set automatic when exporting to Oracle or SAP. This can also be done manually for 
sites with ERP systems that are not Oracle or SAP by selecting “Order Lock” on the Valve Manager 
Screen. 

 
 
Performance User Interface changes to support Quote Complete Enhancement. 
The valve manager for 6250.1 has eliminated the button “Quote Complete” and has replaced this with 2 
new buttons. “Preliminary Quote” and “Final Quote”. The Preliminary Quote button will set the ES flag 
to 3 for all selected records. The Final Quote button will set the ES flag to 4 for all selected records. 
 
A new menu item has been added under the edit menu that allows users to increment the revision by 1 
on all selected valves. This eliminates the need to up the revision on each record individually.  
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Under the Revision Manger dialog a new button called “Revert” has been added. When this button is 
pressed the highest revision will be deleted and the record will revert back 1 level. 

 
 

Revision Management 
This now becomes essential since all records that are submitted to the customer will be locked. To make 
modifications to a valve record after the valve is locked will require a revision. This is important to make 
sure that Sales personnel, Application engineers, and Customers are always on the same quote. Revision 
management also allows a historical record to be kept as the quote matures from its initial state to its 
final state. To create a new revision takes very minimal time and effort thus keeping quoting efficiency 
at a high level. When revisions are used all items that have changed get marked in the first column on 
the specification sheet (Just left of the line number). Also, inside of the revision management dialog any 
2 revisions can be compared. 
 
Several others bugs that were reported are fixed and these can be viewed in our tracker. 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
You can click on Alert icon in the sizing screen to access Performance! Alert page to download the 
update or alternatively click on http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performhelp/usage:current_alerts 

 
If any issues, please contact Performance! Helpdesk 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performhelp/feedback:performance_help 
 
 
Mohan Babu 
Manager, Sizing and Selection Application. 
Mbabu@flowserve.com 


